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Abstract

Identity recognition in real environment with a reliable mode is a key issue in human computer interaction (HCI). In this paper, 

we present a robust person identification system considering score-based optimal reliability measure of audio-visual modalities. We 

propose an extension of the modified reliability function by introducing optimizing parameters for bolh of audio and visual modalities. 

For degradation of visual signals, we have applied JPEG compression to test images. In addition, for creating mismatch in between 

enrollment and test session, acoustic Babble noises and artificial illximination have been added to test audio and visual signals, 

respectively. Local PCA has been used on both modalities to reduce the dimension of feature vector. We have applied a swarm 

intelligence algorithm, i.e., particle swarm optimization for optimizing the modified convection function^ optimizing parameters. 

The overall person identification experiments are performed using VidTimit DB. Experimental results show that our proposed optimal 

reliability measures have effectively enhanced the identification accuracy of 7.73% and 8.18 % at different illumination direction 

to visual signal and consequent Babble noises to audio signal, respectively, in comparison with the best classifier system in the 

fusion system and maintained the modality reliability statistics in terms of its performance; it thus verified the consistency of the 

proposed extension.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays, daily communication and dealings between 

people and organizations such as government entities, 

public entities and private organizations are performed 

through human con^uter interaction where identification 

of the user is a vital concern to the organizations. 

Multimodal person identification, a goal of biometrics 

technology, is deployed increasingly in the secured 

organizations. Person Identification is a task of iden

tifying a person using speaker b안lavioral/physiological 

traits such as speech signal and visual signal which
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are carrying linguistic/non-linguistic information and 

visual information, respectively. The development 

of the person recognition technology, particularly 

multimodal person recognition, is still an active area 

of research which has a range of applications from 

national security, communication system security, 

computer security, computer network security, e~ 

commerce to forensics [2] [4]. Besides, increasing 

demands of intelligence interface with systems like 

humanoid robots have created a need for automatic 

person recognition. With the current state of art, 

multimodal person identification system may perform 

well under controlled testing conditions. However, 

in real environment, voice information can easily be 

exposed to a different degree of noises due to the 
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channel distortion of the various transmission medium, 

its surrounding environments and codec distortion 

meanwhile, the visual signal also can be degraded 

due to image quality, illumination change and occlusion. 

As a result, degradation in the performance of single 

modality based speaker/person identification as well 

as the multimodal person identification system occurs. 

Nonetheless, multimodal biometrics system performance 

is better than single modality based person iden

tification system. To design a multimodal biometrics 

system, a number of issues are focused which are 

mainly categorized into three： which modality to be 

fused, where to be fused and how the different mo 一 

dalities information to be fused including its reliability. 

Besides the single modality based speaker identification 

/verification system [1] [4]⑸ ⑻ ⑼[11-13] [16-22] 

[25], there are different approaches existing in the 

literature [6—1이 [15] [20] [23] for multimodal fusion 

where reliability measures are one of the key issues 

in the fusion process. The ultimate goal to measure 

the reliability is to reduce classification error rates 

and thus to increase the performance and robustness 

of a multimodal person identification system. Mostly, 

in the applied different approaches for multimodal 

fusion mainly the audio signal based expert's per

formance are relatively poor in comparison with the 

counterpart visual signal based expert's performance. 

Nevertheless, due to the uncertainty of the lighting 

condition to the visual signal in real world scenarios 

and consequently visual signal q니ality, the visual 

signal based expert performance may get relatively 

poor, which also leads to degradation in performance 

of a multimodal person identification system.

In this paper, we will extend the modified con

vection reliability function's optimizing parameter 

proposed in [21] to account for optimal reliability 

simultaneously through the audio and lip information 

based reliability measure in bimodal speaker identi

fication system. In this system particularly the visual 

signal based expert misclassification rate is higher 

in comparison with the audio signal based expert for 

meas니ring the reliability statistics. For image quality 

degradation JPEG compression is performed to lip 

images to take poor quality image. In addition, Babble 

noises and artificial illumination are added to testing 

speech and visual signal, respectively. Local PCA 

[11] is adopted for both classifiers features dimension 

reduction. For individual experts' speaker model ge

neration, we have implemented the classical GMM 

training. The proposed modified convection function 

optimizing factors are optimized by particle swarm 

optimization [7]. The entire experiments are performed 

using VidTimit DB [20].

II. System Architecture

In this section, we will describe the individual classi

fiers training, testing methodology and the overall 

baseline system.

2.1. Gaussian Mixture Mod이 based Classifier
Among the different models [3] [5] [17] creation, 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is one that has merit 

by itself. GMMs model the static characteristics of 

the observation signal. The most basic form of a 

GMM consists of a single Gaussian probability density 

function：

1b(ot;n,Z) = -^===exp j-|(ot -n)'X-1(ot -n)j,(京) 

where 卩 and ； represent the mean vector and 

covariance matrix respectively； D represents the 

dimensionality of ot. In general a GMM consists of 

a weighted aggregation of Gaussians,

Nm
P(Ot M) = Z Cmbm(Ot；卩 m，Zm ) (Lb) 

m -1

where 4 and represent the mean and covariance 

matrix respectively of the m出 Gaussian bm; and cm 

is the weight of the mth Gaussian such that cm g [0,1] 
M

and=1. Nm is the number of Gaussian mixtures 
m=l

in the GMM. The set of parameters for a given GMM,
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X, ar은 denoted by

"={。由’片!!!’，")} Im 2 1 (Lc)

A high degree of smooth densities can be computed 

in practice, if th안 number of GMM component den

sities is not restricted. EM Algorithm was applied to 

iterative training for the speaker model generation.

At the testing stage, the classification is performed 

by calculating the likelihood as follow응 while considering 

the features are statistically independent：

T
z(이為 n) = ]]p(OtB3) (l.d)

t-1

where 虹 is the speaker/person model in the case 

of speaker/person identification, where it = 1,2,…,N, 

Finally, the identification is determined by：

argmax(log卩(이 知)]) 

n

In the experiments presented in this paper, MFCC 

and its delta features are extract슨d from speech 

signal and CMS [8] is performed on these features 

vector. Finally the local PCA is applied to these robust 

features to obtain the reduced dimension features 

vector which are 니sed in audio based classifier system. 

Similarly, DCT features of visual signal are also induced 

by local PCA which are us련d in the lip based classifier 

system. Manually we have taken lip ROI considering 

the lip center as the base point for ROI determination 

and thus created the lip database.

In individual classification process, each modality 

expert generates the log-likelihood score generally 

termed as s(om|?.n)where 0 is either voice or visual 

information. When m=l, it indicates that it is audio 

information, while at m=2 it is lip information and n 

of is the n-th speaker of the GMM model.

2.2. Reliability Measures and Audiovisual
Information Integration

Broadly, the reliability m&is비re uses the statistical 

nature of the experts which can be categorized into 

two, i.e., the reliability parameters can be meas냐wed 

at either the signal level or at the expert score level. 

Even though there are some methods considering the 

signal 1 은vel confidence measure, the higher 1 얀vel con

fidence measure is more desirable. In the literature, 

there are different methods for score based reliability 

measure, which are mainly score entropy, dispersion, 

variance, cross classifier coherence and score dfference. 

The score difference [15] [23] is our special interest 

which has b야en taken as the baseline method in this 

paper. The 운 method takes the statistical nature 

of observation probability based on the rank of in

formation and the min-max normalized method is per

formed on all observation probabilities. Th언 entire 

process for reliability parameters calculation is followed 

by the following sequences：

First, the individual modality generates the likelihood 

scores which are norm이ized using min-max normali

zation n史thod differently. Mathematically we can express

初m*) = (2)
Maxi* -MinPm

where Max% = ma. S(OW | 如)and MinPm = minj s(°m IM).

Secondly, the different modalities reliability parameters 

ar얀 calculated using the highest rank of the normalized 

score, i.e.,

Pm - MaxPm - Max2Pm (3)

Here, MaxPm is the highest rank of the expert score 

where m represent the modality either audio or video 

and Max2Pm is the second highest rank of the individual 

expert score. After i倾m거lization MaxPm becomes 1 

if th엉re is no preferred range and the above equation 

can be written as

pm=l-Kta2Pm (4)

Thirdly, for mapping in between the reliability and 

the expert weighting factor, the weighting factor is 
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calculated from the reliability function as follows： 

pi
肉=--------,a2 =l-a2 (5)

Pi + P2

Fourthly, each modality score is integrated using 

the weighting factor as

S(ObO2 I 丛)=%§(。11 Xn) + a2S(O2 I 如) (6)

Then finally n* =argmaxS(O1,O2 |Xn) is the identified 

n

speaker.

III. Proposed Modified Reliability Function

3.1. Background of Introducing Optimization 
Factors on Reliability Function

From the above described section, we see that 

integrated scores of observation are calculated using 

equations (2) to (6). Specifically, the reliability value 

which is expressed by equation (4) is determined 

from the audio and visual modality information in

dividually and it has an important role in enhancing 

the speaker recognition performance. For each expert, 

reliability value is expressed by equation (4) which 

was derived from the normalized observation pro

babilities and then the argument logic is applied for 

speaker identification. Explicitly, even though the con

vection function's, ie, pm-f(s(ora|?i1)3(om|?.2),…“,s(om|Xn)) 

final goal is recognition rate； nonetheless, there is no 

optimization parameter that maximizes the recognition 

rate in the bimodal speaker identification system. We 

can think two different possible conditions in the reli — 

ability measure regarding reliability function expressed 

by equation (4).

1. Overestimation： Reliability value is estimated in 

higher order rather than its optimum level； in this 

case, we should regulate the reliability function so 

that the reliability value reaches at the optimum 

point.

2. Underestimation： R신iability value is estimated poorly 

from its gro니nd truth； in this case, we should also 

regulate the reliability function to raise the reli

ability value. Introducing an optimization factor in 

reliability function, we can control the reliability 

function so that an improvement in audio-visual 

speaker identification could be achieved thus for 

the ultimate goal of fusion to be fulfilled.

Thus, we have modified the convection function 

expressed by equation (4) by extending the proposed 

method in [21] through introducing optimization factors 

on both modalities, i.e., introducing the optimization 

factors let fm on max 2%, so that the above two cases 

can be controlled. Mathematically, we can express 

the modified reliability function as follows：

pm=l-(M^2Pmr» (7)

In equation (7) fm i.e., fi and f2 are the optimization 

variables. Considering max2P we can conclude the 

following condition for the modified reliability values 

for different limit values of fm.

•OVfmVl： Pm<Pm

•fm=l：Pm=Pm

•fm>l：Pm>Pm

Figure 1 shows the relationship and physical meaning

Figure 1. Graphic시 views of r이i산)ility values at Different f on

MAX2P
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between max2P and reliability values for different 

values of the optimization factor f.

However, we cannot get the optimum values fm in 

linear searching way and thus we need optimization. 

For optimization we need a target function which is 

shown in detail in the following section.

3.2. Optimization Target Function
The optimization object f니nction can be defined with 

the help of speaker identification rate. The optimi

zation object function is defined in the following：

Z £ 6(arg Max j (Pj (Xkl)), k)

x(/”£) = 里느---------k---------- (8)

K=1

In the above function, 8(i,j) is the delta function, 

Xki is the /-th speech feature vectors of the k-th 

speaker, and Pj is the observation probability of given 

feature sequence for m-th speaker. The parameter 

arg max Pj ;s theindex of the speaker having maximum 

probability and 七 is defined by equation (6). The 

optimization object function having optimization variable 

f\ and R expressed by equation (8) is a nonlinear 

function and it is impossible to find the closed solution 

of the function. Thus the PSO approach is applied for 

optimizing the object function. It is expected that the 

optimized parameter obtained by PSO enhances the 

performance of speaker recognition. Among various 

optimization methods, particle swarm optimization is 

adopted in our experiments due to its simplicity. In 

the next section the PSO algorithm is described in 

detail.

3.3. PSO Based Optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population 

based stochastic optimization technique developed in 

1995 by James Kennedy and Russ Eberhart. PSO 

was devised by imitating movements of a bird flocks 

or insects. PSO performs with the renewal of each 

latent solution by combining previous latent solutions, 

which are called particle solution.

As a general problem, let's assume that a function 

/(.) should be optimized with the parameter P. Then 

PSO method is described as follows：

1) Randomize each latent solution {%}

2) For each j-th iteration, perform the followings*

2-1) calculate /(Pij) for each 乌

2—2) Test the convergence. If converged, break 

the loop.

2—3) For each i, calculate optimal solution on 

iterations {0,,•…J-U.

Let us them be denoted by pbestj.

2-4) calculate the global optimal s이니tion on 

pbestjj. Let it be gbestj.

2-5) calculate the velocity of each particle as 

follows.

% = vij4 + CA (pbesttJ - P归)+ c2r2 (gbestj -乌) (9)

where ci and C2 are constants and ri and r2 are 

random variables.

2-5) Renew each particle.

鸟=与니+% (10)

3) Determine the optimal solution as gbest「

PSO is a simple but powerful search technique 

which requires only primitive mathematical operators 

and has been applied successf니lly to a wide variety 

of search and optimization problems.

IV. Experiment and Investigation

4.1. Experimental Database and Specifications
For the experiments of this research work, the 

VidTIMIT a니dio 一vis니al database was employed. The 

VidTIMIT database contains 43 speakers (19 female 

and 24 male), reciting short sentences selected from 

the NTIMIT corpus. The data were recorded in 3 

sessions, with a mean delay of 7 days between 
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Session 1 and 2, and of 6 days between Session 2 

and 3. The mean duration of each sentence is around 

4 seconds, or approximately 106 video frames. A 

broadcast-quality digital video camera in a noisy 

office environment was used to record the data. The 

video of each person is stored as a sequence of JPEG 

images with a resolution of 512 x 384 pixels (columns 

x rows), with corresponding audio provided as a 

monophonic, 16 bit, 32 kHz WAV file.

4.2. Experiments and Results
For our proposed method validation, we have used 

VidTimit database which contains 10 sentences for 

each speaker in audio and visual signal level. However, 

we have taken only 9 utterances of each speaker and 

divided them into three groups： Group I (1-3 utte

rances) ,Group II (5-7 utterances) and Group III (8 

-10 utterances). Group I is used for speaker model 

generation while Group II and Group III are involved 

in PSO training and validation for fi and f2 in testing 

stage for speaker identification. For the robustness 

test we have added the Babble noises to the testing 

dataset obtained from NoiseX-92 database. For de

grading the image quality we have applied JPEG com

pression with a quality factor (QF) of 25. Moreover, 

we have added an artificial illumination to the re

spective testing visual image as follows：

I(y,x) = w(y,x) + |(p|d+5 (11)

where y = l,2,...,MY, x = l,2,...,Nx, and d is either y or 

x depending on the illumination direction, and(p = -8/6. 

In our experiment we have added the artificial ill니一 

mination from down—to-up (DU) and left-to-right 

(LR) directions. Examples of the ROI lip images with 

artificial illumination in different directions are shown 

in Fig. 2. For features dimension reduction, we have 

applied local PCA to both the audio and visual feature 

vector. Before features extraction we have transformed 

the color image to gray image. Table 1 shows the 

overall specifications for our experiment.

The different experimental results are presented 

in Table 2 through Table 5. Table 2 shows the per

formance of audio based classifier with a high degree 

of signal distortion due to the babble noises. Only lip 

expert performances are depicted in Table 3. Due to 

the uncertainty of lighting condition on the comparatively

Ta비e 1. GMM Based Experts Specifications.

Modality Features
No. of Mixtures 

in GMM

Audio

Frame Level

Features： MFCC + Delta

Dimension reduction： local PCA

Original Features Dimension： 38

No. of PC's： 10

Reduced Features Dimension： 10

3

Lip Image 

ROI

Input Image： 6464 pixel

Compression： JPEG

Quality factor (QF)： 25

Features： DCT

Dimension reduction： local PCA

No. of PC's： 10

3

Figure 2. Different images view : (a) Train image; (b)-(e) Test 

images Light direction on different lip images：(b) & 

(d) Down너o-Up (DU) (c) & (e) Left-to-Right (LR).

Table 2. Only Audio Based Expert Performance.

Average SNR (dB) Train DS Group Test DS Group IR (%)

1.8 I II뉘II (5너0) 72.47

Table 3. Only Lip Based Expert Performances.

QF 6
light 

Di rec.
m

Train DS 

Gr.

Test DS 

Group
IR (%)

25 160 DU -6/6 I III (8-10) 49.61

25 160 DU -6/6 I II (5-7) 48.83

25 160 DU -6/6 I II 뉘 II 49.22

25 160 LR -6/6 I III (8-10) 51.93

25 160 LR -6/6 I II (5-7) 51.93

25 160 LR -6/6 I ll+lll 51.93

Table 4. Baseline A니dio-visual Integrated System Performance.

Modality
Train DS 

Group

light 

Di rec.

Test DS 

Group
IR (%)

Au 게 o + 

Visual
I (1-3) DU ll+lll (5너 0) 49.22

Audio +

Visu 기
I (1-3) LR ll+lll (5너 0) 51.93
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Table 5. Proposed Method based Audio-visual Fused System Performances,

Light 에「ection Train DS Gr. Test DS Gr Optimized h OptiEizE fa Test DS Gr
IR (%) ising 

optim. fi & f2

Avg.

IR (%)

DU
I III 2.565 0.0128 II 81.39

80.22
I II 1.987 0,0114 III 79.06

LR
I III 2.215 0.0156 II 82.17

80.65
I II 1.893 0.0137 III 79.06

Figure 4. Graphical Views of Different Modalities Optimum Reliability 

V기ues in Average.

日gure 3. Graphical Views of Different Modalities Reliability Values 

in Average at Baseline System.

poor quality lip images, the lip based classifier system, 

performances are degraded in comparison with its 

counterpart audio based classifier. Table 4 shows the 

experimental results of our adopted baseline system； 

its performance is very far from the fusion phe

nomena as it fails to reach higher or equal to the 

performance of best classifier system, i.e., h(g the 

audio based classifier system. We have presented 

our proposed method based experimental results in 

Table 5. It is se션n from the Table 5 that the proposed 

method bas언d bimodal biometrics system fulfilled the 

desire of fusion strategy through an improvement of 

speaker identification :rat연 of about 7.73% and 8.18% 

in average for dowiiTq—냐p (DU) and left™to~right 

(LR) lighting direction, respectively, using the optimum 

reliability.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the reliability values 

in average of different modality obtained from the 

baseline system and proposed system respectively. 

Figure 3 shows that the audio based classifier system 

average reliability values are poor in comparison with 

that of its counterpart lip based classifier system even 

though the audio based classifier system performance 

is higher than the lip b샤s@d classifier performances. 

It is seen from Figure 4 that the optimal reliability 

magnitude of audio classifier is higher than the lip 

based classifier and thus the proposed method 전Iso 

fulfilled 후he consistency of the current state of art 

reliability statistics.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a robust bimodal 

person identification system considering the optimal 

reliability in the integration process of audio and visual 

information. Introd니cing our proposed optimization 

factors in the existing convection function improved 

the performance of the bimodal robust person iden

tification system significantly. Moreover, the proposed 

optimization factors clearly balanced the trend of 

reliability statistics between the modalities in terms 

of modalities performances. The optimization factors 

were optimized by PSO algorithm. The entire experi

ments were performed using the VidTimit database. 

With the bimodal person identification system, we 
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confirm that the proposed modified convection function 

could be a promising solution in multimodal biometrics 

technology. For further study, we will focus on 

multimodal based person identification, a니dio-visual 

person verification and particularly the audio-visual 

speech recognition in real environment.
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